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Who, What, Why Fake News?
Network (1976)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuBe93FMiJc

Some Bullshit Happening Somewhere

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U4Ha9HQvMo

Click on links for
more content!

Psychology of Fake News
Charisse L’Pree Corsbie-Massay, Ph.D.
Syracuse University
August 15, 2017; Chautauqua InsPtute
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Today
• Deﬁne “Fake News”
• History of Fake News
– Pre 20th, 20th, 21st Century

• Psychological processes
that enable Fake News
• CombaZng Fake News
– Personal, Interpersonal,
and Industry Level

Charisse L’Pree, Ph.D.
Media Psychology
• BS Brain and CogniPve Science,
ComparaPve Media Studies (MIT)
• MA CriPcal Studies in TV/Film
(USC School of CinemaPc Arts)
• PhD Social Psychology (USC)
• S.I. Newhouse School of Public
CommunicaPons, Syracuse University
•
•
•

CommunicaPon and Society
Race and Gender and Media
Psychology of InteracPve Media

How do media (technology, content, and
industry) impact users’ iden9ty and
a:tudes. How do users’ iden9ty and
a:tudes impact the media we create and
consume?

hbps://charisselpree.me/healthieselﬁe/
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+
Media do not tell us what to think, but rather
what to think about. McCombs & Shaw
There is a strong correlation between what participants thought
was the most important election issue and what the local and
national news media reported was the most important issue.

DEFINE: FAKE NEWS
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What is/are “Fake News”?
1.
2.

SaPre in a news format
(mid 20th century)
InformaPon (presented in a
journalism format) that is
intended to mislead the
audience.

–
–

3.

Diﬀerent from “rumor”
Depends on the communicaPon
technology available at the Pme

In common usage: not real

– Used as a statement of fact or as
an insult

Fake News impact
individuals and policy
Paul Ryan Opponent Says He Believes
'Pizzagate' Conspiracy (ny9mes.com)
Paul Nehlen voiced his opinion during an
online quesPon-and-answer session with
voters earlier this month on Reddit. He
was asked, "What are your thoughts on
Pizzagate?”
In response, Nehlen wrote, "I believe it is
real.”
The conspiracy theory claims Democrats
harbor child sex slaves at a pizza
restaurant in Washington, D.C. The false
internet rumor led a gunman to ﬁre an
assault weapon inside the pizzeria in
December.
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Fake News is NOT new. Contemporary communicaPon technologies have
been used to present rumor or false informaPon to the masses as
informaPon or fact.

HISTORY OF FAKE NEWS

Fake News Pre 20th Century
King You of Zhou & Bao Si

Marc Antony & Cleopatra
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Fake News Pre 20th Century
• The medium mabers!

– Mass media diﬀerenPates
rumor from “fake news.”

• Fake News intends to deceive
the general public, but do the
reasons maber?

– To crush a rival?
– To amuse someone?
– To amuse oneself? (i.e., “for
the lulz;” e.g., parody accounts)
– To systema9cally annihilate or
abuse marginalized groups?

www.snopes.com/photos/food/gmoeggs.asp

Fake News Pre 20th Century
Racist Propaganda

Witch Hunts
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Fake News in the
TwenWeth Century
• Propaganda
•

ImmigraPon, Wars

Fake News in the
TwenWeth Century
• Propaganda
•

ImmigraPon, Wars

• News-formabed
entertainment
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Fake News in the
TwenWeth Century
• Propaganda
•

ImmigraPon, Wars

• News-formabed
entertainment
• News-formabed saPre
• News-formabed ads
•
•

Trusted format bypasses
persuasion knowledge
Advertorials, NaPve Ads

http://www.cc.com/video-clips/3b2vju/the-daily-show-withjon-stewart-ad-nauseam---fake-news
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Fake News in the
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• Propaganda
•
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• News-formabed
entertainment
• News-formabed saPre
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•
•

Trusted format bypasses
persuasion knowledge
Advertorials, NaPve Ads

• Proﬁt-based Journalism
•
•
•

Network (1976)
News “Bumps”
Double edged sword of
targeted journalism

“I’m mad as hell and I’m not going to take it anymore!”

News as Entertainment
Entertainment is emoPonal graPﬁcaPon. InformaPon and facts are now
framed through the lens of emoPonal graPﬁcaPon to ensure engagement.
18
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News as Entertainment
Targeted cable news emerge in 1996 to target audience ideology.
Key Terms: HosPle Media Eﬀect, Liberal Media “Bias”

The Daily Show: Talking Points

hbp://www.cc.com/video-clips/jfnpwb/the-daily-showwith-jon-stewart-i-can-t-believe-it-got-beber-

hbp://www.cc.com/video-clips/dkt5k4/the-daily-showwith-jon-stewart-talking-points

20
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Impact of News Outlets

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qh3TeTxgNVo

www.forbes.com/sites/kenrapoza/2011/11/21/fox-news-viewersuninformed-npr-listeners-not-poll-suggests/#21f46fd76189

The Trashing of John McCain (2000)
Mark Carman, who owns the
Capitol City News & Maps store,
told me of going to a candidates’
debate in Columbia, “and when
we got back to our car, there was
a ﬂyer under the windshield
wiper saying something about
McCain having a Negro child. My
wife is African-American—she
just tore it up.”
– Vanity Fair (2004)
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2004/11/
mccain200411
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The Trashing of John McCain (2000)
• Whisper Campaign
– Rumors are spread from an
anonymous source

• “They’d work through word
of mouth in the evangelical
community, and it’d never
be picked up by the
media.” (VF)
– Fosters distrust in tradiPonal
journalism outlets
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2004/11/
mccain200411

hbps://xkcd.com/1283/
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Fake News in the 21st Century
•

Clickbait: content whose main
purpose is to abract abenPon
and encourage visitors to click on
a link to a parPcular web page
– “AlternaPve” Framing (vs. Facts)
– ExaggeraPon, Hyperbole
– QuesPons as Headlines

•

ReposPng, Remixing, Replaying
– Where is the original content?

•

User-Generated Content
– CiPzen Journalists
– Inﬂuencers

“How will Obama
mansplain this?”
•

•

•

Any image or idea can go viral
via digital and social media,
regardless of blatant evidence
to the contrary.
Audiences are NOT blank
slates; they approach all
content with preexisPng
idenPty, cogniPons, and
aZtudes (RecepPon Theory).
Individual diﬀerences impact
one’s behaviors (IRL and
online); liking, sharing have
diﬀerent implicaPons for
diﬀerent users.
https://www.facebook.com/NoLapdogMedia1/photos/a.
623175814518778.1073741827.623174737852219/707088269460865/
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Are these in
agreement or
outrage?

Audiences are predisposed to believe informaPon that aﬃrms their
world views and preexisPng beliefs.

PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES
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Neural Network Model &
Spreading AcWvaWon
• SPmuli acPvate constructs
• By acPvaPng certain
constructs, we can
increase the chance of
certain responses including
clicking, liking, sharing,
responding, and believing
• Paberns of decepPon rely
on acPvaPng diﬀerent
constructs (e.g., repePPon,
fear, dark imagery).
29

Neural Network Model &
Spreading AcWvaWon
• SPmuli acPvate constructs
• By acPvaPng certain
constructs, we can
increase the chance of
certain responses including
clicking, liking, sharing,
responding, and believing
• Paberns of decepPon rely
on acPvaPng diﬀerent
constructs (e.g., repePPon,
fear, dark imagery).
hbp://www.poliPfact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2016/jan/04/donald30
trump/donald-trumps-ﬁrst-tv-ad-shows-migrants-southern-/
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Psychological Eﬀects of News/Media
•
•
•

CulWvaWon Theory: Heavy TV viewing
culPvates percepPons of social reality
Mean World Syndrome: Heavy (local)
news viewers are more likely to agree:
“the world is a mean place.”
Agenda Se]ng (vs. Agenda Building):
News media can inﬂuence the salient
topics on the public agenda
– Most Important Problem

•
•

Parasocial RelaWonships: Viewers develop
a kinship with celebriPes or ﬁcPonal
characters; diﬀers between mediums
Mainstreaming: Heavy viewers from
diﬀerent groups will acquire similar ways
of seeing the world
31

Why does Fake News Work?
•
•
•
•
•

SelecWve Exposure: We favor info that
reinforces preexisPng views while
avoiding contradictory info.
SelecWve RetenWon: We remember
messages that are closer to our interests,
values, and beliefs; conﬁrmaPon bias.
Recency and Primacy Eﬀects: We
remember the most recent and iniPal
items best, inhibiPng correcPon eﬀects.
Source Amnesia: We forget sources.
Self-Esteem (Social Iden9ty, SelfCategoriza9on, Comparison Theories): We
want to feel good about ourselves.
– MoPvated ForgeZng
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+
Media are the catalyst, not the cause.
Whatever humans are doing, saying, thinking, or feeling, they are doing, saying,
thinking, or feeling via media.
Just like the double edged sword of targeted journalism, social media allows more
voices to enter the public discussion; this can both promote (#BlackLivesMaber;
#ChangeTheName) and impede diversity (Stormfront.org, Online Comments).

33

The only way journalism is going to get beber is if every reader/viewer/
user decides to do beber.

COMBATTING FAKE NEWS
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Remember!
washingtonpost.com
nyWmes.com
mediashic.org
huﬃngtonpost.com
forbes.com
thetech.com
nih.gov
syracuse.com

•

Journalism ≠ Public RelaPons

•

We get our news “on” social media, not “from”
social media.

– The pracPce of journalism is a skill and expensive.

– What journalism outlets do you follow on social
media?
– What percentage of your news comes solely from
what other people are sharing?

•

By emphasizing “from” social media, we dismiss
informaPon sources.

– Who shared the informaPon? Trusted friend? Media
outlet? Promoted?
– Who wrote the original content?

•

Social media allows us to be acPve parPcipants in
our newsfeed.
– Do NOT overlook this aﬀordance!
– What websites do you frequent?
Chrome Extension: History Trends

Personal
•

Read more than just headlines!

•

Cross reference all stories

– CriWcal Media Literacy Process

– Check web addresses (in posts/
searches): Which outlets are
talking about a given story?
– Test/invesPgate all hyperlinks!
– Be wary of reposPng, remixing, and
replaying (i.e., soundbites)
– Check it out when not in doubt

•

AcPvely follow trustworthy
outlets; hide/block outlets that
are not trustworthy.
– Which outlets are trustworthy?
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How to determine if an
outlet is trustworthy.

•

Do not trust sources that explicitly say you
can trust them.
– You must determine if they are fair and
balanced through eﬀorwul engagement.

•

Review the mission statement of all outlets
and their ethical guidelines. Do they align
with the SPJ code of conduct?
1.
2.
3.
4.

•

Seek Truth and Report It
Minimize Harm
Act Independently
Be Accountable

What does the outlet do in the face of
ethical violaPons?

– CNN ResignaPons and Scaramucci (June)
– Fox News, Seth Rich, Sean Hannity (May)
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Interpersonal
•

Disrupt rumor at every chance.

– Engaging with others IRL is a good
way to empathePcally engage.
– Supplement conversaPons with
real Pme research.

•

Disrupt fake news online.

– Review before you share:
When we share fake news, we ruin
our own credibility. - KHJ
– Echo chambers mean we do not
know what others are reading,
sharing, and believing.

•

Hold others to a higher standard.
– Where is this info coming from?
– What are the details of the story?

http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/
weekend-update-anthony-crispino/n42354?snl=1

“The ﬂashlight on your
phone can spy on you!”
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DisrupWng Fake News
I ﬁnd it amusing that this blog post
doesn't get the sarcasm in her tweets. If
you are paying abenPon then sharia law
is not happened. How is this a supporter
for sharia law? As for the comments
about wearing the ﬂag as violaPon of
legal code, this is selecPve outrage. I
don't see anyone complaining about
these ladies.
PS. This website does not have a
Wikipedia page. Kind of delegiPmizes this
as "news." I think it's just a breitbart
reference page to increase their illusions
of citaPons. What's funn is that if you
search "gateway Wikipedia" they have
created their own dummy page to
emulate that they have a Wikipedia page.
#goodluckwiththat

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b0Ti-gkJiXc

How to tell someone they sound racist.
Teaching empathy is diﬃcult, teaching history and advocacy is easier.
Everyone must be an acPve agent in our current media environment.
42
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Talking Back to Power

hbp://mediashiy.org/2017/06/remix-teaching-diversity-promoPng-inclusivity-digital-arPfacts/

Talking Back to Power

hbp://mediashiy.org/2017/06/remix-teaching-diversity-promoPng-inclusivity-digital-arPfacts/
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Industry
•

Show your support with money.

– Yellow Journalism thrives in payby-view/click environments
– SubscripPons guarantee income,
allowing outlets to pursue stories
w/o need for clickbait

•

Use ad blockers.

– Block untrustworthy sources
– Whitelist trustworthy sources

•

Review/Report fake news links.

– Outlets outsource their ads,
including links to other fake news
– Make companies work!
“Just don’t look.” Aback of the 50y Eyesores (The Simpsons, 1995)
hbps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SlKao_Pox5A

Comba]ng fake news
requires acWve engagement

• The business of media depends on NONcriPcal audiences.

– Someone will sell it if someone will pay for it.
– Fake News is proﬁtable; how can users make
Fake News costly?

• Each individual must become an acPve
parPcipant in the news environment.

– Users must demand beber news.
– Users must ensure that money and abenPon
are focused on sources that pracPce ethical
journalism.

•

Agree upon a shared news outlet (e.g., PBS
News Hour) for shared reality.
– PoliPcal conﬂict thrives in dissenPng reality.
– Facts vs. Framing

•

The tools to ﬁght fake news are out there.
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Thank You!
charisselpree.me
@charisselpree
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